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Abstract

Most work in intelligent design systems suffers
from the limitation that the space of all possible
structures that the system is capable of generating
is represented in a fixed symbolic language which
serves as a support for search. In this research, we
investigate techniques for reasoning about a non-
enumerable space of possible structures, for which
such representations cannot be constructed. As
an ~YAmple, we address the problem of designing
part shapes for higher kinematic pairs in fixed-axis
mechanisms.
When a fixed symbolic language is impossible,
symbolic operators for reasoning must be devised
during the problem-solving process. We introduce
the technique of cansal inversion to obtain sym-
bolic operators which manipulate the shapes of
objects in a goal-directed way. In this technique, a
causal analysis of kinematic function is in~erted so
that functional features are translated to their cor-
responding shape fcatures. These shape features
allow symbolic reasoning about shape modifica-
tions, and make knowledge-based design systems
possible in this non-enumerable domain.

Desired Function:

qualitative:

............... riennesnumerical:

max(x) > 3.586
min(x) < 0.4586
av(z) = ""
efficiency >
force(z) > 0A935

Function achieved
by actual structure:

!qualitative: Qualitative

numerical:

max(x) = 2.45
min(x) = 1.2

iifferea~
minimization

Actual structure:

qualitative:

numerical:

x(vl) : 3.45823
X(V2) = 0.4583

-~(v3) = 48.472

Figure 1: Both functional and rtractural models can
be broken up into a qualitative and a numerical part.
Conceptual design con.tracts a qualitatire #tractural
model whose fuglitati~e function matches the specifi-
cations. The numerical part of the structural model is
then found using optimization to minimize the differ-
ence between specification pa~mcters and the actual
performance of the current design.

Introduction
Most research in intelligent design systems has fo-
cussed on domain- in which the solution space is enu-
mutable and can be searched wing the traditional AI
paradigm of generate-and-test. Many practical do-
maln% such aa the design of shapes, involve a non-
e.numerable set of potential solutions. To develop
methods for such domains, we study conceptual de-
sign in a small but non-enumerable domain, that of
fixed ~ hioher ldnematic pairs (also called elemen-
tary mechani~wn~).

A Taring machine is incapable of representing non-
enumerable solution sets, but they can be approx-
imated using a re;Ted qualitative/numerical model
where

¯ the qualitative (symbolic) part defines s structure
with a set of parameters, and

¯ the numerical part defines approximations of precise
values for these parameters.

An example of such a model for mechaniRm shapes is
the metric diagram ([3]). Similar representations can
be constructed for function, where qualitative func-
tional categories define a set of performance param-
eters with numerical values or bounds. Even though
strictly speaking, such a hybrid model can not repre-
sent a non-enumerable space, it allows appro=imatin9
it to whatever degree of precision the numerical repre-
sent.~tion allows.

A possible paradigm for computer-supported design
baaed on this decomposition is illustrated in Figure 1.
Note that in this paradigm, the optlml,ation process
assumes that the set of numerical parameters defined in
the functional specifications and the qualitative func-
tional model are equal. This requires that conceptual
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design first finds a qualitative structural model whose
qualitative function is comparable to the qualitative
part of the specifications. In order to keep detail design
independent of conceptual design, qualitative function
must be based on qualitative structure alone. If quail-
tstive function is to be sui~ciently detailed to validate
specifications, this means that the qualitative symbolic
shape representation must be constructed specifically
for the particular problem ([3]).

In this paper, we propose the idea of cauJ~l inver-
aio% where the categories of a qualitative shape rep-
resentation are constructed exactly so that they allow
the distinctions required in the functional model. The
mapping is found by inversion of the causal ll,lc from
shape to the functional features they cause. We inves-
tigate the technique in the example domain of elemen-
tary mechanism% also called higher kinematic pairs.
A higher kinematic pair consists of two parts which
achieve a kinematic function by interaction of their
shapes. This class contains most of the "interesting~

kinematic interactions, such as ratchets, escapements
or gearwheels. Important properties of kinematic pairs
are that each object has one degree of freedom (rota-
tion or translation) only, and that their interaction can
be modelled in two dimensions.

While some results exist on the ey~thesis of lclne-
matic pairs from physical principles ([8]), they have
not been developed into practically useful design sys-
tems. However, principles can be used for the 4naly-
s/s of such devices ( [2, 8]) and thus give constructive
guidance to the design. The causal inversion technique
allows such a principle.based analysis to be used to de-
fine the representations required for reasoning about
synthesis of a device. Theoretically, it also allows com-
plete design of devices from first principles alone, but
we shall see later in this paper that this process would
be very hard to control. Practical design would re-
quire large amounts of design knowledge to guide the
principle-based reasoning. While the techniques we
present have been developed in the context of mecha-
nisms, they are very general and could be applied in
many other domains as we]].

The Causal Inversion Technique

Qualitative functional features The function of
elementary mechanisms is primarily based on its kine-
matics. A qualitative representation of kinematic func-
tion can be given in terms of ]dnem~tic ~atem, widely
used in textbooks on the subject. As an example, some
of the kinematic states in a ratchet device are shown
in Figure 2.

In qualitative physics terminology, the graph of qual-
itative states is called an en~t/oame~t. In our frame-
work, we first compute a symbolic representation of
the possible contact relationships, the pl~ce uoc~b~da.y
([2]). The place vocabulary is a graph where each
node represents a different contact relationship, and
each arc represents a potential transition between the

A B C

contacts. The envisionment is obtained by combining
each node of the place vocabulary with the possible as-
sumptions about external forces and motions and keep-
ing only consistent states and transitions. We have de-
veloped and implemented complete algorithms to com-
pute place vocabularies for arbitrary two-dimensional
higher kinematic pairs in fixed-axis mechanisms ([2]).
These have been used to compute envisionments for
a number of mechanisms, such as a mechanical clock
( [61)-

The place vocabulary defines a graph containing
three types of kinematic states, the qualitative direc-
tions of motion (e.g. clockwise/counterclockwise) al-
lowed in each state, and the qualitative directions of
motion required for transitions between states:

¯ point-place(x): x is a place whose contacts hold
only in a single configuration.

¯ edge-place(x): x is a place whose contacts hold 
a one-dlmensional set of configurations.

¯ face-place(x): x is a place without any contacts.

¯ qualitative-motion(d): d is a qualitative vector,
d= (do, dl,...,dk),d~ 6 (-,0,+).

¯ transition(x,y,d): A transition from place x to y 
possible assuming the qualitative direction of motion
d.

¯ allowed-motlon(x,d): The qualitative motion d 
possible within place x.

The vocabulary defined by kinematic states can be
used to express a me~-ha-;~m’s behav/or under the as-
sumption that the qualitative motions are part of a
particular set assumed-motions and that external
forces are part of s set assumed-forces. Qualitative
~act/ons/features of such behavior can be expressed
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as conditions on place vocabularies. Some functional
features our current prototype system provides are:

¯ blocking-place(z):
-,(3d E assumed-motions)allowed-motion(z, 
(a place blocks motions if it does not allow any of
the assumed motions).

¯ partial-blocking-place(z, dirs):
--(3d E dirs)allowed-motion(z, 
(a partial blocking place blocks the specified mo-
tions)

¯ possible-path(z0, z~):
(zo = z,~) V 3 ~q = (zo, zx, z2,..., z,,) such 
(Vi < n)(3d assumed-motions)
~allowed-motion(z~, d) ^ transition(zi, Zi+l, 
(There is a path from place z0 to place z~ when-
ever there is a sequence of places such that each of
them allows at least one assumed motion, and each
of them allows transitions between them)

¯ cycle(zo, C):
C = (z0, zx, zs,..., z,~, z0) such that
(Vz, E C)(3d assumed-motions)
~allowed-motion(z~, d) 
transition(zi, zmod(i+ l,n+ z), d) 
(there is a cycle of states C such that transitions be-
tween subsequent states are consistent with assumed
and allowed directions of motion.)

¯ cycle-topology(c, dx, d2): if the first or second ob-
ject have rotational freedom, the cycle involves dl
rotations of the first or d2 rotations of the second
object (This predicate is defined on the kinematic
topology of the cycles).

Using these categories, the ratchet’s qualitative func-
tion can be defined as follows:

assuming that state a is any starting state where the
lever is in the left-pointing configuration,

¯ for assumed-motions = ~(-t-, -), (-t-, 0), (+,-I-)} 
assumed-forces = ~(,, +)}:

- cycle(a, C) ^ cycle-topology(c, 1, 
- -(3z)blocking-place(z) ^ possible-path(a, 

(assuming that the wheel turns counterclockwise and
the lever is forced onto it, there is a cycle of states
where the wheel can rotate, and no reachable block-
ing state from any starting state a.)

¯ for assumed-motions = ~(-, -), (-, 0), (-, 
ass-reed-forces = ~(., +)}:
(Vy)possible-path(a, y) =~ ~-,cycle(y) 

13z)(blocking-state(z) ^ possible-path(y, 
assuming that the wheel turns clockwise, no reach-

able state leads to s cycle and all states can eventu-
ally lead to a blocking state).

Note that due to the ambiguities inherent in qualita-
tive envisionments, the formalism always overgenerates
behaviors. It is therefore only possible to define nec-
eJsarl/, but never eu.~cienL specifications of behavior

using the qualitative language. For example, we can
express the specification that counterclockwise motion
leads to a blocking state only in an indirect manner:
if there is no possibility to cycle, and there is at least
one reachable blocking state, the device must eventu-
ally reach this state.

Place vocabularies and their computation are based
on the boundaries of object shapes. As a result, the set
of kinematic states only emerges through simultaneous
consideration of all possible configurations. For design,
this means that it is impossible to analyze the behavior
of the device based on local considerations only. Fur-
thermore, it is difficult to establish causal chains for
the possibility or impossibility of particular contacts.
These problems can be addressed by a region-based
shape representation which defines a kinematic topol-
ogy ([1]). Our design system uses a combination of
both formalisms.

Relating functional to shape features The exis-
tance of each qualitative feature present in the place
vocabulary is computed from the structure and dimen-
sions of the part’s shapes. In our current implementa-
tion, we limit the possible shapes to polygons1. These
are represented using s metric diagram ( [3, 4]). The
metric diagram consists of a symbolic structure which
defines the vertices and edges between them, and de-
fines metric parameters which for the positions of the
vertices.

Since the computation of place vocabulary features
has a binary outcome (existance or nonexistance of
the feature), it defines conditions on the shapes under
which each outcome will occur. The principle of causal
inversion is to use these conditions to define the quali-
tative shape categories, thus ensuring their sufficiency
to predict qualitative function.

The causal inversion process is illustrated by the ex-
ample of Figure 3. Metric predicates take the general
form of the test of the sign of an algebraic expression
involving the dimensions of the shape. The features of
the place vocabulary generally depend on a complex
logical combination of metric predicates and existance
of shape elements. More details on the mapping be-
tween functional features and metric dimensions can
be found in [4]. A metric predicate can be used in two
ways:

¯ to express already achieved functional features as
constraints on the shapes, thus protecting them from
being clobbered by modifictions.

¯ to formulate modification operators on the shapes
which change the functional features of the device.

Metric predicates as constraints Once a func-
tional feature has been derived, the conditions for its

IWe discuss the possible extemfion to more general
shapes &t the end of this paper.
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Fuct~: Place Voab=l~

SimS: Metric Diagram

Figure 3: Anal~/sis of a device defines a place vocabu-
lary as a set of features, for ezample the possibilitl/ of
touch between the tip of the lever and the bottom of the
wheel’s teeth. Such features define metric predicates
such as the one show~.

existance can be formulated on the basis of the metric
predicates which were necessary to estabLish its exis-
tance. These can the be used as constraints on later
modifications to protect it.

Another type of constraints arises to keep dimen-
sional modifications from making a polygon shape
overlap itself, which is physically impossible to achieve.
We have developed an algorithm for incrementally gen-
erating and maintaining these constraints ([5]).

Reasoning with modification operators The for-
mulation of metric predicates turns shape design into
a constraint satisfaction problem: find a structure and
associated dimensions which satisfies the constraints
for the functional features required by the specifics-
tion. Since the constraint network is d11namic, i.e. de-
pendent on the structure of the part shapes, and in-
volves unbounded value sets, it has to be solved by
incremental generation and modification. We consider
two types of modification operators:

¯ dimenJion~l modifications, where the dimensions of
parts are adjusted to fit the functional requirements,
and

¯ topolooical modifications, where vertices are added
to part shapes. A topological modification is always
coupled with s d;mensional modification to fix the
dimensions of the new features.

Dimeusionals modification operators can be indexed by
their effect on the place vocabulary: ehang/ng the ap-
pearance of s state in the place vocabulary, or making
s state appear or diaappear. By mate hlng this to the

set of active goals in a given stage, the system main-
tains a finite set of potentially applicable modification
operators for proceeding with the design. Topologi-
cal modifications are only proposed when the require-
ments on a dimensional modification are contradictory:
adding vertices gives additional degrees of freedom to
resolve the contradiction. Because removal of features
can create illegal shapes, it is not considered in the
current framework; the system generates shapes with
incremental complexity.

Dimensional modifications are based on the con-
attaints defined by metric predicates. These divide up
the space of shape parameters into regions in which the
qualitative behavior does not change. Since any choice
of value is equivalent, new dimensions are obtained by
picking an arbitrary value combination within a region
that exhibits the desired behavior ([4]).

In practice, the computational complexity makes
such a computation intractable or even incomputable,
since most of the constraints are nonlinear and some
are not even algebraic. A tractable, but necessarily
incomplete solution is to select only a single parame-
ter for modification, and project the constraints onto
landmark values of this parameter. The landmark val-
ues can be computed by numerical approximation, thus
avoiding expensive computation with nonlinear curves.
Note that for designing two-dimensional shapes, the
most serious incompleteness problems could be avoided
if it were possible to consider the pairs of parameters
which define the positions of individual shape features.

Aa an example, consider the possibility of touch be-
tween ̄  3 and v5 (Figure 3) as a functional feature.
The metric predicate required for proving the existance
of the feature is:

Ass-m;ng that d~s has been chosen for modification,
projection (using dvs = 26 and d - 30) gives the land-
mark value ofd~s - 4. Another bound on the existance
is that it must still allow the wheel to turn, which re.
suits in a landmark value ofd~s = 9.2815. A modifica-
tion operator which makes the touch appear would set
d,s to a value in the middie of the interval, for exam-
pie at d~8 = 6.7. An operator which makes the touch
disappear would set it to d~z = 2, for example.

Design knowledge and modification operators
On the basis of modification operators, design knowl-
edge can be formulated as heuristics or design plans. It
is required in particular to control the choice of param-
eters and metric predicates to modify and to detect the
contradictions which require topological changes. We
are also investigating the use of case.based reasoning
for efficient control of the search proce~. In the current
prototype, design knowledge is furnished interactively
by the user.
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Applying Causal Inversion
In this section, we give an example of using modifica-
tion operators for design. For simplicity, we use an in-
cremental modification strategy in which discrepancies
to specifications are resolved by successive modifica-
tions. More efficient strategies are possible by analys-
ing the dependencies between functional features, sim-
ilar to the t~hn~ques investigated by Williams ([9]).
In this paper, we focus on the process of generating
modifications, leaving aside issues of control and effi-
ciency.

As an example, we consider the design of an es-
capement, the main mechanism underlying mechanical
docks. An escapement is a mechanism which uses the
oscillation of a pendulum to regulate the rotation of
a scape wheel, allowing the wheel to complete a rota-
tion once for every time the pendulum has performed
a fixed number of oscillations.

Using the functional features defined earlier, the es-
capement function can be specified in the following
way:

1. (3cycleX -- {z0, zx, z2,...,zn-1}) of states such
that Vz~, partial-blocking-place(z~, (+, .)) 
cycle-topology(X, 1,0)

2. (3~ctey = {~0,~1,~2,...,~.-1}) of states such
that VI~, partial-blocking-place(y~, (+, .)) 
cycle-topology(y, 1,0)

3. for assumed-motions = {(*, 0), (*, -)} 
assumed-forces = {(+, ,)}:
(Vzi E X)possible-path(z~, y/), Yi E Y
(when the pendulum swings from right to left, there
exists a path from place z~ to y~)

4. for assumed-motlons = {(., 0), (.,-I-)} 
assumed-forces = {(+, .)}:
~i E y)possible-path(y~, Z,~od(~+x,,q), z~ 
(when the pendulum swings from left to right, there
exists a path from place y~ to the place following z~
in the cycle X.)

5. for assumed-motions = {(+, 0)}:

Ivffi)-(3C)~y~le(., 
the wheel is prevented from rotating freely when-

ever the pendulum does not move)

One possible trace of an incremental modification
which achieves these specifications is illustrated in Fig-
ure 4. We assume that design starts from a ratchet,
shown as device A.

The ratchet already provides a cycle of blocking
Itstm which can be used to utidy either the functional
II~CAfication (1) or (2) of the escapement. However, 
does not tstizfy specification (5), and specifications (3)
and (4) cannot be evaluated.

Amuming that the system matches the cycle of
blocking states of the ratchet to specification (1), and
that some control heuristics tells the system that it
should first work on utidying the functional specifics-

,.~dv3-1.414, dv5-~26 ~,

r

~4<dv3<42.431 dv3-8

O<dv6<4~dv6= I

D

Figure 4: Incrementgl deJign of an escapement uing
modification ope~tora derieed bll c~l ineeraion.
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tion (2), we have as a first subgoal to create another
set of blocking states.

Topological analysis shows that the entire configura-
tion space is generated by a periodic repetition of the
same type of obstacle ([1]), which means that this con-
tact could only be generated by another periodic rep-
etition of the same obstacle. However, contact tran-
sitions occur at the extremities of the obstacles, and
thus cannot reach periodic copies of themselves. The
system thus proposes to introduce a new obstacles into
the topology graph. This is possible by enlarging the
piece of the lever centered around vertex us (aa in Fig-
ure 3), aa shown in Figure 4. The new obstacles exist
whenever vertex us is able to touch us, which results
in the condition 4 < d~3 < 42.43. Taking d~s = 8, we
obtain the design B in Figure 4.

Design B now satisfies the specifications (I), (2) 
(3) and (4), but not (5), since there is a position 
pendulum where the wheel would be allowed to turn
freely. In order to remove this discrepancy, it turns out
that there is no consistent value for d~s, so the system
modifies instead the angle of u3 with respect to the
center of rotation. The resnlting solution C, obtained
by choosing d~s > 8.937, now achieves specification
(5).

Renewed envisionement shows that specification (5)
is now satisfied, but that (3) and (4) are no longer
valid: the wheel is continuously blocked. This is be-
cause modifying the angle has also changed the con-
attaints for specifications (3) and (4), which now 
pose the condition d~s < 5.0695. The constraints on
d,s are thus declared contradictory, and the system in-
troducss a new vertex u6 between v2 and u3 to create
a new degree of freedom. As a default, u6 is placed at
the point on the segment u2~3 with minimum distance
from the center of rotation. The new degree of freedom
now al]ows a solution for dva, for example d~a -- 8. The
resulting solution, shown in D, is in fact a functional
escapement.

Note that the restriction to a single variable poses
severe shortcomings. First, angle and distance of ver-
tices have to be modified in isolation, and this prevents
the system from immediately detecting that there is no
feasible placement for u3. On the other hand, the sys-
tem can never actually prove that a topological modifi-
cation is in fact necessary, since it could be that there
is a combination of angle and distance for u3 which
would indeed give a correct solution.

Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown a system in which physical principles
of kinematics are used aa a basis for automatic design
of shapes of mechanism parts. In principle, it would be
possible to automatically design devices by searching
the space defined by the metric modification operators.
However, the intractability of such search would most
probably make this strategy practically unusable. In
the incremental design of an escapement, human in-

tervention is essential to select the successful modifica-
tions at each stage of the design.

For actual design, the kinematic principles mustbe
combined with design knowledge about possible devices
and the functions they achieve. For example, in the ex-
ample of designing and escapement from a ratchet, it
would be much more efficient to observe that a sym-
metric set of blocking states is required, and that this
can be achieved by coupling two levers together. The
framework of qualitative kinematics and the metric di-
agram can serve to formulate such knowledge, which
can be used to control the manipulation of shapes us-
ing the modification operators. We are currently in-
vestigating the use of a combination of modification
operators and design prototypes ([7]) for innovative
design of kinematic pairs.

Another important problem which remains to be ad-
dressed is how to generalize the techniques to shapes
which can not be modelled using a fixed metric dia-
gram, such as arbitrarily curved shapes. However, in
practice it may never be necessary to solve this di~cult
problem: any shape can be approximated to an arbi-
trary degree of precision using algebraic curves, whose
exact form is fixed by a small set of metric parameters.
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